What a wild winter day! Talk about the items you see in this winter picture. What else might you see on a winter day?

Use the picture above and write addition sentences for the items below. Then tell the addition stories to a friend.

_______ ○s  +  _______ ○s  =  _______ ○s

_______ ◊s  +  _______ ◊s  =  _______ ◊s

_______ ★s  +  _______ ★s  =  _______ ★s

Touch and say the top number and continue counting on the TouchPoints of the bottom number. Then write the answer.

1 2  1 0  1 5  1 7  1 4  1 1  1 6  
+ 8  + 6  + 4  + 3  + 7  + 5  + 9
Use a colored pencil to fill in each area containing a multiple of 8.